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# 202

# 201

# 200

# 199

# 198

# 197

# 196

signatures: 201

signature goal: 100

Target: Class action settlement members affected by the
Nvidia GPU litigation
Sponsored by: Matthew

This petition is for those that have bought a defective
laptop and are included in the recent settlement made by
the Nvidia Corporation. Many of us have spent $1,000 or
more on our laptop computer and, after 2-3 years of
complaints of faulty hardware, a settlement has been
made. However this settlement replaces out laptop with a
mere lesser-powered computer worth less than half of our
original product. 

The settlement states that owners of the defective product
will "...receive a replacement HP notebook computer... of
similar kind and value as their eligible malfunctioning
notebook computer". Now, months after the objections are
able to be submitted, details are released that we will be
receiving a product at much less of a value than our
original defective unit.

This is not a settlement, we are getting a cheaper product
at an inflated cost. Please sign the petition and show your
support that we demand something of at least close to
equal value of our original purchase. 

If this pe... more

Nvidia GPU Litigation Replacement
Petition Prefix (optional)

6- -

First Name Last Name

Street Address City

State

6--select--

Zip

Sign Petition!

gfedc don't display my name

Email

Country

6United States

For more impact, add a personal comment here (optional)

gfedcb I agree to Care2's terms of service

 

Your email and postal address w ill remain private

Having problems signing this? Let us know.

we signed "Nvidia GPU Litigation Replacement Petition"

23:18, Mar 03, Travis Rolo, KS
It is in no w ay fair to replace a defective unit for something of lesser value than that originally spent, especially w ith so many issues throughout the limited lifespan of
these computers.

17:20, Mar 03, Name not displayed, CT
I think I'm getting a cheaper laptop (single-core) in comparison to my affected Dual-core aided laptop.

10:10, Mar 03, Hugo L Fernandez, NJ
I'm pay $.800.00 for Acer Laptop 9300 and the video chips malfuntion on that..

08:47, Mar 03, Roderick Echols, IL
For me personally, if they at least shipped the cq50 w ith all available features including dual core processor, I w ould have been compensated in an acceptable w ay, but
they did a bait and sw itch. I just found out yesterday, the exact model and it is far inferior to the dv6355us that I have not had use of for 9 months. This is abuse on the
part of HP and Nvidia. I am w illing to be reasonable in w hat I w ill accept as compensation, but the cq56... is an insult. I have spent 100+ hours troubleshooting since
2008 and now  have had no useable laptop for 9 months and they w ant me to go back to 2006 level performance?

17:10, Mar 02, Maria Whitmer, MI
The replacement computer is no w here near equal to the tx tablet.

10:21, Mar 02, John Franklin, NC

10:03, Mar 02, Name not displayed, WI
I just f iled a claim for my f inally dead HP DV9000 (just in time). I do not consider a cheapo 350.00 Compac "of similar kind" to my 17" dual core DV9000 - if  it still w orked.
Sadly, it's better than nothing. One more instance of big business and law yers asking the consumer to bend over. I'll never buy HP again...

log in

Care2 petitionsite brow se petitions start a petition my petitionsite help

Like 9 people like this.

50
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00:46, Mar 02, Jose Garcia, AZ
$1300+ paid for a TX1119us

15:36, Mar 01, Kim Hartman, IN
My trust in HP and Nvidia is greatly harmed if  my $1000 laptop is not replaced w ith a similar valued computer. I bought w hat I believed to be a very useful computer for
my needs and am going to be given a model that is only good for basic computing. Very disappointing -- do not feel that settlement is being lived up to."ow ners of the
defective product w ill ...receive a replacement HP notebook computer... of similar kind and value as their eligible malfunctioning notebook computer". Please require a fair
settlement!!

18:09, Feb 28, Larry Beasley, FL
The Compaq replacement for my HP laptop is not even close to being a like and kind replacement.

12:36, Feb 28, Devin Adams, MI
The replacement PC for the HP tx1000 is no w here near the quality. I feel a little cheated......

08:57, Feb 28, Cesar A Davila, TX
This notebook has have many problems, it w as repaired by hp, but it started to have more problems and it is very slow ly. It cost aprox $800 and I am going to receive
somthing of about $ 350.

08:10, Feb 28, faith harris, NC

21:19, Feb 27, Lisa Broxson, FL
I am so upset that I paid $1000 for a laptop that w as defective and they w ant to replace it w ith one that cost under $400. Mine is a 17 inch and they w ant to give me a
15 inch I could go on and on. This is not a fair settlement something needs to be done. HP is ripping off their customers. They got paid but w e are not getting w hat w e
paid for.

08:26, Feb 27, George Baker, NY
My model PC w as an HP DV6119 US and had many more features than w hat is being offered in the class action suit. I doubt I w ill really use the replacement for an
every dat computer.

16:43, Feb 25, Robert Elwell, WA
I have a defective HP dv9000 series 17-inch notebook, and the proposed replacement computer is far below  the standard of "similar in kind and value." Let your "yes"
be "yes," and your "no" be "no." Please live up to your promises.

16:13, Feb 25, Peter Jones, Canada
This tablet has been defective since day 1, blue screens and now  dead videos. The w orst Entertainment PC I could think of. Should be an embarassement to HP. Not
even sure if  it is covered by class actions suit in Canada. Probably not.

15:37, Feb 24, Daniel Luckes, MI
Single core cpu w ithout w ebcam is useless goodbye skype and any other communications softw are.

22:43, Feb 23, Name not displayed, IN

18:39, Feb 23, Michael Grebenick, IL
I paid almost $!000 for my DV6000 I purchased it for media and gaming. I read the specs of the proposed (( Compaq Presario CQ56-115DX )) and it is not acceptable...
What happend to equal or grater value... I read that the settlement w as done w ith conversations at arms length... I w ounder if  anyone involved in this law  suite has a
financial interest w ith the currently offered replacements etc...

11:47, Feb 23, Anne Marie Donahue, MA
The proposed replacement w ould be all but useless to many of the disabled people w ho bought the tx1000 tablet because it w as the only model on the market that met
their needs. By offering them an Asus netbook, Nvidia only adds insult to injury.

10:00, Feb 23, Name not displayed, OK
Bought 17" HP dv9xxx series in 2007 for $1900 and the replacement model does not meet the replacemenet of like kind in the documentation. I received my paperw ork to
send the old one back and called the litigation number. I w as told that there are several models of the Compaq that w ill be used versus the one low  end model. I still
expect that if I had a HP that I should get a HP back. The w ebsite says most w ill get. I w onder w hat that means?

22:08, Feb 22, Adrian Troalic, United Kingdom

16:54, Feb 22, Name not displayed, TX
I am also another affected consumer of this so called fair settlement that sounds more like a deal betw een attorneys and or corporation. I(Nvidia) I w onder if the judge
that approved the settlement w as aw are of the cost of the TX1XX to the consumer and that our replacement computer runs about $350.00.. How  is this of equivalent
value? One replacement option is a compaq, no w ebcam, or the ASUS, w ith is a netbook, not a notebook. I w ant a fair replacement.

12:21, Feb 21, Richard Armstrong, IN
The proposed CQ56-115DX as a replacement for my $1450 DV9200CTO (w hich is a 17.3" media pow erhouse) is completely ludicrous. Especially after being a college
student and suffering an entire month w ith no computer, on three separate occasions mind you, w hile paying repair costs despite the valid w arranty, the notion that a
considerably inferior laptop is "of similar kind and value" is atrocious.

09:41, Feb 21, Name not displayed, MA
The tw o compouters I bought w ere top of the line for the time - dual core and and had a built in w ebcam. The replacement is a cheap single core and no w ebcam.
Please provide a fair replacement of equal value.

15:01, Feb 20, Name not displayed, CA
I paid over $4000 for my Dell XPS 1710 and it only lasted 2 years before the NVidia card failed. Now  it is just a brick.
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18:52, Feb 18, Chris McBride, CO

09:42, Feb 18, Linda Johnson, FL

19:47, Feb 17, M Burger, IL
Paid $900 for a dual core now  beign replaced by a machine w orth less than half of that?! Scam

23:43, Feb 16, GIno Capio, IL
I w as expecting a replacement similar to my tx1000 in price and kind!!!!! I, just like most of the people here spent more than $1000 on that defective laptop! THOSE
REPLACEMENTS ARE NOT FAIR AT ALL!

16:38, Feb 16, Tim Duong, WA
I am not going to accept a netbook or a CQ56 for my much more pow erful tx1000.

05:49, Feb 16, Jeff Coe, DE
I w ould like to have an equal value for my replacement.

16:14, Feb 15, Gary Reichert, NY
My dv9420 had an Express Expansion Slot, a w eb cam, blue tooth, and a 17 inch HD screen. How  is the CQ56 going to compare to that?

19:46, Feb 14, Keith Botley, OH
No reasonable person w ould consider the Compaq CQ56 "of like kind and value" as my HP dv9429us.

18:35, Feb 14, Name not displayed, FL
Suggested models have not been exactly specified in legal documents and both counsel and their representatives have been vague, sometimes contradictory, or even
misleading, so to this point - 2 months after the settlement w as approved - I still cannot be certain precisely w hich model Nvidia intends to replace my defective
computer w ith. How ever, at this point every suggested replacement has been inferior in at least some degree to my original model.

18:21, Feb 14, Ling Gao, Canada
$1200 HP TX1000 = $300 Netbook !!!!????

13:17, Feb 14, Kevin Cheston, NC
Please treat us fairly. I purchased my HP tablet computer in July of 2007. It failed w ithin 1 year. HP denied that there w as a problem w ith it, and blamed me for not
keeping it ventillated. I paid for 2 repairs related to the graphics chip (more than $500.00 for both repairs). After the 3rd failure, I decided to just buy another computer.
So, because HP w as dishonest, and NVIDIA made defective graphics chips, I've spent over $2300 to get 1 w orking computer. And now  w e are offered a $300 toy to
make it all better? Please treat us fairly. Replace the HP tablet computers w ith something that is truely comparable to w hat w as originally purchased.

18:06, Feb 13, Name not displayed, Czech Republic
HP tablet Pavilion tx1000

08:00, Feb 13, Des McDonnell, MA
I have a 15" HP DV6000 computer that that has multiple problems due to the defective NVIDIA chip. The computer they're trying to replace mine w ith (the CQ56 as of
2/10/2011) is not similar, its not even a HP! Will the CQ56 have a 64bit processor, a high resolution screen or an expansion slot? Bottom line it appears that the
replacement laptop is a much cheaper entry-level lapttop not an entertainment pc replacement. The CQ56 is definitely not of like kind or similar value and to provide this
breaks the terms of the settlement.

15:28, Feb 12, Pierre Lavallee, Canada
HP Tx1000, same as everybody else: w orked for 13 months, then blank screen, hard to reboot. Now  doesn't start anymore (I push the on/off at on position, blips and
shuts dow n). Paid $1300 for this piece of crap. Disgusted.

08:00, Feb 12, Steve Widdett, MI
This offer is a sham ! "True Bait and Sw itch "! Give us w hat has been fought for...a w orking laptop of equal specif ication !!! NOW !!

12:48, Feb 10, Ronald Graham, MI
I have many issues w ith the settelement as that not only do I have a laptop that blacks out does not connect to the internet and has numerous repairs for these issues.
Now  to f ind that I can either get the cost of repairs or a computer of a lesser value as I see it the only person to have something of any value from this w ould be the
disinterested attorneys that carried the dollar f lag to the court house. to my know ledge w here w as my conerned interest at heart.

07:10, Feb 10, Name not displayed, IN
I think it is a shame that so many people are being offered clearly inferior products for their TX series and DV9xxx series laptops. I have a DV6xxx series, and w hile the
proposal of a CQ56 is better than nothing, I w ould like to know  the specific details of the replacement computer they are offering. Also, does the settlement not allow  for
different tiers of replacement computers? Clearly the DV9 series w / 17" screens are more expensive than the DV6 series laptops. It does not seem fair they are all
being lumped together and being offered the same replacement product.

01:06, Feb 10, Name not displayed, PA
I have a 17" HP DV9000 computer that performs perfectly except for problems w ith the NVIDIA chip (i.e. my computer takes several dozen attempts to turn on). The
computer they're trying to replace mine w ith (the CQ56 as of 2/10/2011) is w orse in every aspect. The most notable difference is the the DV9xxx laptops have 17"
screen, w hile the replacements have a 15.6" screen w ith a MUCH low er resolution. The replacement laptop is overall just a much cheaper entry-level laptop, w hile my
laptop w as marketed as a desktop-replacement entertainment laptop. The HP settlement says that w e should get a replacement of similar kind and value. The CQ56 is
definitely not of like kind or similar value.

20:09, Feb 09, Roger Straub, CT
The official settlement site states that all affected HP laptops w ill be replaced w ith a CQ50 w hich might be a satisfactory replacement for a DV6058CL depending on
how  it is configured. The CQ50 Model is not even a current offering from HP. As an ow ner of 4 HP computers and providing support for other family and friends
computers, I am very unhappy w ith HP for not stepping into the settlement in a more positive w ay. When the DV6058 w as less than 4 months old the battery, mother
board burned out and w as replaced under w arranty w hen in fact it should have been recalled for safety reasons. When the w ireless failed to be recognized I w as told
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1 2 3 4 next

that the mother board w ould have to be replaced at a cost of $300-$400 and opted to use a USB w ireless instead. It is my opinion that the replacement computer
specif ied is not of equal kind and value as specified in the settlement. What assistance w ill be offered to get my softw are reinstalled on the replacement computer
w hich likely cost more than the value of the replacement.

16:29, Feb 09, Kevin Battle, MI

12:26, Feb 09, Christopher Vallowe, FL
I have a HP dv9xxx w hich I paid over 1200$ for, its a HD display 17" screen. I demand a more comparable replacement!!

08:03, Feb 09, Name not displayed, FL
In March of 2007 I spent $2000 on a loaded tx1000 that I had use of for barely 1 year. I experienced the obvious defect just outside the w arranty period and spent
numerous hours trying to get HP to be accountable for their product. Here w e are 3 years later, and w hile the law yers in this settlement are sharing in 13 million dollars,
they failed to represent the class members in the final hours w hen they met "and confer[ed] in good faith and agree[ed] on a suitable replacement of like or similar kind
or equal or similar value" as specif ied in the agreement. 13 MILLION $, and they couldn't do the right thing to make this more equitable!

20:10, Feb 08, Adam Cagle, TX

15:33, Feb 08, Mark Beamis, MA
I too purchased a tx1320us w ith all the "bells and w histles", and the proposed ASUS replacement is not even close to w hat I bought and paid for. It's unbelieveable that
such a product w ould even be proposed. Nothing against ASUS netbooks, but I spent over $1,500 for a full pow ered laptop, and I expect nothing less in return for all
the aggravation and anxiety this product put me through. I don't really care w ho's at fault here, NVidia or HP, but I've told everyone I know  to not buy HP laptops. And I
w ill continue to truthfully fill out every survey from PC Magazine, Consumer Reports, etc., about the poor reliability, poor customer service, and inferior product.

See more petitions:
Media, Arts, Culture
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# 150

# 149

# 148

# 147

# 146

# 145

# 144

# 143

signatures: 201

signature goal: 100

Target: Class action settlement members affected by the
Nvidia GPU litigation
Sponsored by: Matthew

This petition is for those that have bought a defective
laptop and are included in the recent settlement made by
the Nvidia Corporation. Many of us have spent $1,000 or
more on our laptop computer and, after 2-3 years of
complaints of faulty hardware, a settlement has been
made. However this settlement replaces out laptop with a
mere lesser-powered computer worth less than half of our
original product. 

The settlement states that owners of the defective product
will "...receive a replacement HP notebook computer... of
similar kind and value as their eligible malfunctioning
notebook computer". Now, months after the objections are
able to be submitted, details are released that we will be
receiving a product at much less of a value than our
original defective unit.

This is not a settlement, we are getting a cheaper product
at an inflated cost. Please sign the petition and show your
support that we demand something of at least close to
equal value of our original purchase. 

If this pe... more

Nvidia GPU Litigation Replacement
Petition Prefix (optional)

6- -

First Name Last Name

Street Address City

State

6--select--

Zip

Sign Petition!

gfedc don't display my name

Email

Country

6United States

For more impact, add a personal comment here (optional)

gfedcb I agree to Care2's terms of service

 

Your email and postal address w ill remain private

Having problems signing this? Let us know.

we signed "Nvidia GPU Litigation Replacement Petition"

11:47, Feb 08, Name not displayed, MI
A NETbook is NOT a NOTEbook...

23:09, Feb 07, Michael Burke, KY
UNBELIEVABLE! And needing a proof of purchase from 5 years ago is crazy too. By the serial numbers.. on the computers they know  w hich ones w ere purchased.
Refund us NOW!

07:46, Feb 07, Kari S, MD

06:07, Feb 07, Kelly Scaletta, IL
I w ant to emphasize that w e aren't asking the judge's order to be changed, merely enforced.

21:57, Feb 06, jace krumwiede, ND

11:19, Feb 05, Sandra K, NJ
I bought my tx1000 for over $1000 2 yrs ago...its completely shut!!! i'm 23 i saved up to buy this crap and now  they w ant to give me somethign w orth $300!!! thats is
crap.....PEOPLE IT DOESNT EVEN HAVE A HARD DRIVE!!!!!! they are playing games w ith us HP need to recall this piece of ****!!!!

09:14, Feb 05, Richard Gumpertz, KS
The CQ50 is not of similar value to my original HP computer unless you compute the value of the latter in its FAILED condition.

12:18, Feb 04, Name not displayed, SC
Not only did I purchase a TX1320US w ith all the bells and w histles, but I purchased another Tx1000 series Laptop for my daughter. Unfortunately after hers failed and
w e couldn't get it repaired w e trashed it. Now  w e can't get anything and this setlement w ants to give me an inferior product for the non w orking TX1320US.

log in

Care2 petitionsite brow se petitions start a petition my petitionsite help

Like 9 people like this.

50
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# 132

# 131

# 130

# 129

# 128

# 127

# 126

11:14, Feb 04, David Erik Barsati, Sweden

01:16, Feb 04, Charles Frank, TX
I spent upw ards of $1500 on my HP TX1220us. It had all the bells-&-w histles: 2.2 GHz AMD TL-64; 12.1" WXGA HD w / integrated Touchscreen; 200GB Hard Drive;
Lightscribe 8X DVD+RW; Remote; 1.3mp w ebcam; f ingerprint reader; etc., etc., etc.; NOT TO MENTION ALL THE SOFTWARE!: Window s Vista Home Premium; the FULL
Office Suite; and SO MUCH MORE!... I loved the computer for about a year and a half, conveniently right after the w arranty expires, the thing TOTALLY died on me! It
w ould turn on, but not boot up. Just a black screen and a f lashing cursur in the top left! Done!... I still have a half a semester left in school, and I just lost everything! As a
matter of fact, I still don't have a computer to this day. Once I discovered that EVERYONE else w ho bought similar model computers w ith the f law ed "chips" had the
same thing happen, I have follow ed this class action case closely. I w as thrilled w hen I heard the judge approved the settlement, w hich provided a "replacement HP
computer" "of similar type and price." I mean, still irritated about the huge inconvenience, and that it took nearly tw o years of denials of know n problems, but at least the
system w orked, and restitution w ill be made. Honestly, I f igured the term "similar kind and price" w ould be interpreted loosely, and the replacement w ouldn't be quite as
good as the f law ed product I paid for. But I w as still happy. I felt like I w ould be extreemely happy w ith any reasonable interpretation of that phrasing. After all, I don't
have a computer!... And then, just like so many of you out there, I f ind out (after the judge agreed to the settlement) that either our class counsel, Milberg LLP, or the
Settlement Administrator, interpreted "replacement HP laptop of similar kind and value" to mean an ASUS netbook, that could hardly be considered a computer, and w on't
begin to meet my needs or "replace" my TX! Any w ay I f igure it, some party, that w as supposed to be acting on behalf of OUR best interests, decided this ASUS, that
The Geeks sell for barely over $200 (and surely less in bulk), w as a "fair" "replacement HP laptop" for our computers, several of w hich cost close to $2000!... It's
baff ling really... But you know , they made ABSOLUTE CERTAIN that the settlement's garuntee of their $13+ mill, PLUS expenses, be upheld. That is an aw eful lot of
money, but I suppose they did do a great job reaching a fair settlement and getting the judge to approve it. The problem is, they seem to have forgotten w hat that
settlement entailed... Either that, or that big salary must have just been enough...

22:25, Feb 03, Matt M., CA
I am very upset, I had purchased 2 DV9005US that w ere $1000 each. I feel the statement that the CQ50 is similar is not a valid statement. Please replace our defective
units w ith a better model, or refund our full amount of purchase.

13:50, Feb 03, Keith Barker, IN
I paid $1399 for my HP TX1220. It w as the one time in my life I decided not to get the cheapest laptop I could f ind. It w orked reasonably w ell for a year and then began
having problems. I submitted it 4 times on its extended w arranty until the w arranty finally ran out. I w as excited to hear about this settlement until I f igured out w hat
"similar in kind and value" actually meant. Now  my choice is keep my crappy laptop that I paid $1400 for or settle for w hat . . . a cheap model. Thanks HP and NVIDIA. I
w ill NEVER buy your products again.

10:35, Feb 03, Mark Martin, IL

18:51, Feb 02, Name not displayed, MI
No video at all, screen is dead, video out failure. Tried the keyboard fix, no dice. I don't w ant an ASUS EEE netbook, I w ant an HP tablet!

18:32, Feb 02, Name not displayed, CA
Every 6 months w ith my TX1000 the same problem arises: dead motherboard, display defects, backlight issues. Now  I'm not under my 3 year w arranty w ith Best Buy
and I'd have to pay full price to f ix problems that shouldn't come w ith a $1700 laptop.

13:55, Feb 02, cesar alexander, CA
my hp tx1000 stoped w orking same related issue as the rest of the people, tx1000 piece of junk, i spen hundreds to try to repair it and finally the say bad motherboard
black screen issue

16:41, Feb 01, Kelly Small, AZ
I think they are too vague w ith the replacement. I w ant specs.

13:24, Jan 31, Phyllis hendrickson, CO
This settlement is fradulant at best. I signed on to have my HP replaced w ith like kind and value. This is not w hat I w ill get. I w ant a new  HP! Not something I have to
immediately upgrade to have it perform.I spoke w ith the settlement law yers and they say nothing can change. The judge w on't do anything.

09:10, Jan 31, giulio antonio reina, Italy
Dell XPS M1330. 4th MB changed, I w ant substitution of my laptop like HP, not a sustitution w ith another MB that w ill crash again!

06:55, Jan 31, Jeff McGraw, CA
While proposed replacements may be suitable to the least of the failed computers; neither is even close to acceptable replacement for my failed dv9000 ($3200) or my
failed tx1410 ($1800).

01:50, Jan 29, Konstantin Kostov, GA
I bought the HP laptop in 2007 end is dead after using tw o yers . VIDEO PROBLEM

00:32, Jan 29, Weusi Emerson, GA
Shame on Nvidia. Not beautiful, w hat is being proposed. Nothing against Asus, but the replacement machine lacks terribly.

08:24, Jan 28, Name not displayed, TX
I bought tw o HP laptops in 2007 and paid more than tw o thousands. Both w ere dead after using one year and half. One is excluded in this settlement w ith same video
problem, w hy ? HP doesn't care these problems. I had to buy other tw o computers, definitely not HP again. Now  I w ill receive a JUNK for the compensation. This is not
business. This is fraud.

02:42, Jan 28, Dan Roman, FL
I beleive that this settlement does not live up to the original settlement "language" about "like kind and value". Obviously, the attorneys involved w ere so blinded by the
dollar signs in their eyes that they neglected to recall w hat w as the original proposed settlement.

20:05, Jan 27, Dennis Ceolla, WI
The $450 replacement Asus Netbook is not similar in any manner w ay shape or form to my $1300 HP tx1320us. HP is trying to stick it to their customers w ith the
replacement deal. It sounds like Dell and Apple care alot more about being fair to their customers than HP does. NVIDIA is not controling this. They are being used by
their customers to take the fall and w ill be rew arded for it in the future. .
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10:45, Jan 27, Name not displayed, VA
I have a 2500t w ith the SAME GPU CHIPSET but somehow  this is excluded from the settlement. I am having the exact same problems and my expensive laptop has been
a paperw eight for almost a year now . I got less than tw o years use out of it. Please add ALL of the models that have these problems to the "approved" list for
compensation.

10:31, Jan 27, Phil Jimenez, ID
My tx1000 series laptop still w orks today but I paid a premium for it w hen I purchased it, and have never enjoyed the experience. First off I purchased it for use w hile I
f inished up my BS degree in school and w ith the heat problem and the battery that doesn't last much more than an hour it has been w orthless for a classroom machine.
Dragging a pow er cord w ith me w herever I go should not be acceptable for a laptop.

06:58, Jan 27, Ronald Schneider, TX
Definitely not similar in kind or value - I have tw o dv9000 17" screen. I almost feel that I have been duped into remaining in the class so that I may not further sue HP...all
the w hile expecting an adequate replacement.

06:38, Jan 27, Christopehr York, MI
I have had 3 HP laptop all have the same issue one w as a DV6 the next w as a Compaq presario C700 and Last w as my Tablet Tx1000 never buying HP Crap again!

20:04, Jan 26, Carl Overmyer, CA
The settlement is pure BS, having spent almost $2000 w ith accessories for this TX1219US and they expect a $500 netbook to make me happy after it w as bad almost
right out of the box? NO WAY!

19:17, Jan 26, Name not displayed, CA
Not just cheap, but really cheap. Come on do w e have to go through another class action case to get a "real" replacement; not just a cheap imitation.

15:45, Jan 26, Name not displayed, CT
I have an hp9700. My model number how ever, is not part of the final list. After looking at the court documents the original said all hp dv9000 models w ere affected. The
settlement ammendment chose a subset. How ever, if  originally all model w here included, how  (by w hat criteria) did they exclude the other models? The ammendment
should have stated a reason for the exclusions. It does not. How  could the judge accept that w ithout asking w hat evidence or proof w as presented to, all of a sudden,
exclude a portion of the hp models?

14:24, Jan 25, Mary O, MD
I can not believe they w ould do this. Replace my ~ $1000 laptop w ith a $350 laptop. This is a black tie robbery. We w ould never let this happen!!!! No w ay!

09:20, Jan 25, Name not displayed, NE

15:04, Jan 24, Chad Winward, UT
Even the casual observer (w ithout extensive computer know ledge) can see that the original terms of the settlement have clearly not been met. Though I can't
realistically expect a carbon copy of my original notebook, I fully expect a COMPARABLE one. What I w ould like even more is to simply have my original notebook
repaired. This obviously does very little to improve my already dim view  of Nvidia corp and their products. I guess all I can do is vote w ith my w allet, right?

00:26, Jan 24, Name not displayed, TX
For those ow ners that are complaining that people are just claiming "entitlement"..yes w e are entitled to w hat w e paid for. Several years ago w e paid for a level of
service that w e never received and therefore under a settlement (for w hich w e are entitled) w e should get the current, today's, level of service. If  that means a better
machine so be it! Our use of the previous machine w as severly limited or non existent. We cannot go back in time and therefore cannot expect that w e have a machine
that is the same as three years ago. The current market value has been diminied by NIVIDIA and the manufacturing companies by not acknow ledging earlier and
therefore they are to foot the bill for their feet dragging.

23:08, Jan 23, Name not displayed, CO
Asus EEE T101MT-EU17-BK notebook is not similar in performance or features (e.g. display size, CPU speed, CD drive, docking ability, etc.).

18:01, Jan 23, Sudhir Dahal, MD

11:26, Jan 23, Cindy Klein, OH
As Judge Milian (of 'People's Court') and Judge Judy says- compensation is supposed to make you w hole again- nothing more and NOTHING LESS. I w ant our court
system to reinforce this and replace our defective HPs w ith comparable ones. (As the settlement stated)

05:39, Jan 23, Michal Gontkiewicz, Poland
It's really not fair to replace 1.500 $ Laptop to 400$ NETBOOK ;/

02:35, Jan 23, Michael Quinn, TX
Why do these big companies cheat their customers? I paid $749 for my HP laptop. Now  it's being replaced by a cheap Compaq Presario CQ50 laptop know n to have all
kinds of problems. I w ant a real replacement laptop. Let's do something on national TV. HP and Nvidia are stupid to risk more bad press. But they deserve bad press.

07:04, Jan 22, Name not displayed, MA
Spent over $1000, no video now .

05:52, Jan 22, Name not displayed, NJ
Spend around $1000. No w ireless now . Very very hot w hen using even in w inter.

22:57, Jan 21, Name not displayed, OR
Spent $1000 on one and $1300 on the other. Both have had problems since the beginning!

22:26, Jan 21, Ron Keating, LA
Spent $1400 for hi-end 12" Hi-res tablet PC that died after one year, now  they w ant to replace w ith cheap Lo-res netbook.

18:02, Jan 21, Name not displayed, Canada
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I bought this computer approx. 2 years ago and w as only able to use it for a few  months before it died, w ith the usual symptoms of overheating, loss of w ireless, and
now  a black screen.

16:56, Jan 21, Patrick wheeler, OH
TX1000z product

14:06, Jan 21, Tan Nguyen, WA
Paid over $1000 U.S. for dv2312us. CQ50, a considered replacement for this laptop is not acceptable...

12:51, Jan 21, Pat Paulson, MN
dv9200 - $1700 purchase price in 2007. Motherboard replaced once on extended w arranty, died again. Currently only beeps w hen turned on.

09:54, Jan 21, Yves Lefebvre, Canada
Dead, no video, don't boot no more.
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signatures: 201

signature goal: 100

Target: Class action settlement members affected by the
Nvidia GPU litigation
Sponsored by: Matthew

This petition is for those that have bought a defective
laptop and are included in the recent settlement made by
the Nvidia Corporation. Many of us have spent $1,000 or
more on our laptop computer and, after 2-3 years of
complaints of faulty hardware, a settlement has been
made. However this settlement replaces out laptop with a
mere lesser-powered computer worth less than half of our
original product. 

The settlement states that owners of the defective product
will "...receive a replacement HP notebook computer... of
similar kind and value as their eligible malfunctioning
notebook computer". Now, months after the objections are
able to be submitted, details are released that we will be
receiving a product at much less of a value than our
original defective unit.

This is not a settlement, we are getting a cheaper product
at an inflated cost. Please sign the petition and show your
support that we demand something of at least close to
equal value of our original purchase. 

If this pe... more

Nvidia GPU Litigation Replacement
Petition Prefix (optional)

6- -
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Street Address City

State
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Zip

Sign Petition!

gfedc don't display my name

Email

Country

6United States

For more impact, add a personal comment here (optional)

gfedcb I agree to Care2's terms of service

 

Your email and postal address w ill remain private

Having problems signing this? Let us know.

we signed "Nvidia GPU Litigation Replacement Petition"

09:08, Jan 21, Name not displayed, TX
I bought a dv64nr for $975 and it's been nothing but headaches, even had the motherboard replaced... A brand new  HP laptop w orth the same amount or at the very
minimum $700 is w hat I believe to be fair

22:05, Jan 20, Name not displayed, CA

20:28, Jan 20, Dan Geil, TX
Hp dv 9000, 17 in monitor, dule hard drive, light scrib cdrom, ecdt.

18:05, Jan 20, Name not displayed, KY

17:59, Jan 20, Carl Rosenstock, WI

12:21, Jan 20, Gary Monk, GA
Its an insult to be offered this netbook to replace my $1,000 HP notebook tablet! Please offer something w ith a fair replacement value!

07:18, Jan 20, Mohamed Althaf Hussain, India
I have a TX1320US and F572US computer. Both the computers bought in USA and have the No-video Symptom as indicted in the class action. I truly believe that the
replacement offered is totally not fair.

21:17, Jan 19, Tiffany Corley, FM

21:09, Jan 19, Tom Yates, AL

log in
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Like 9 people like this.
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19:28, Jan 19, James Hayes, OH

19:18, Jan 19, Erick Barrios, NY

18:49, Jan 19, shasta 7, FL
I have a DV9000 Entertainment center Computer and I w ould like to get something similar not a out of production CQ50 w ith overheating problems of its ow n

18:32, Jan 19, Richard Bruno, CA
I paid $1000 for my laptop and fell I deserve a replacement that is equal to the cost and features of w hat I purchased.

18:22, Jan 19, Ankit Modi, OH

16:24, Jan 19, Name not displayed, NY
$980.00 computer to replaced w ith a $350 computer w ith 1/2 of w hat mine w ould of done

11:50, Jan 19, Name not displayed, MS

11:43, Jan 19, Name not displayed, MN
Obviously not a fair replacement of similar kind and value for w hat I originally purchased. Pretty sure the replacement CQ50 computers suffer from a different
overheating defect as w ell. GG

09:52, Jan 19, Shanleigh Bond, TN
Please consider "w e the people" and make this settlement fair to all . The systems listed as replacements are no w here near w hat w e paid for and w hat w e NEVER got
the satisfaction of having the "FULL" benefit of. QUOTE: “I've Learned That People Will Forget What You Said, People Will Forget What You Did, but People Will Never
Forget How  You Made Them Feel.”

09:43, Jan 19, Name not displayed, NY
I deserve a proper replacement laptop

09:20, Jan 19, Dale Soelter, WA
The proposed replacement for my defective computer is very clearly NOT of similar kind OR value.

09:01, Jan 19, Maxim A, CA
Fair replacement for tx1000 w ould be HP touchsmart tm-2. Would also be useful in regaining customers' trust in HP products.

08:20, Jan 19, Isai Arenas, IL
I purchased 2 defective HP laptops tallying over $2300. This replacement settlement is NOT FAIR!!!

23:37, Jan 18, Nick Drieschman, CA
My computer, a HP Pavilion DV9013cl is included in the NVIDIA settlement and I, like many others am unhappy w ith the proposed replacement of my notebook w ith a
lesser model. My computer has a much larger screen, tw o processors and w as over 1400.00$ w hen new . The proposed replacement computer is in my opinion inferior
to my notebook and I w ould like it to be replaced, as the settlement statement explains, w ith a computer "of like kind and value". Thank you for your time.

20:34, Jan 18, Kenneth Leake, OK
I paid over $1300 for my TX notebook. I realize it depreciates over the 3 years I have had it, but the performance of a "w orking" TX is still greater then the "netbook" they
w ant to replace it w ith. This is not even close to comparable...

19:04, Jan 18, Ken Brown, UT
No Optical drive, No dual core processor, No BlueTooth, Just a pathetic toy of a netbook in place of a top of the line tablet PC. The Law yers get $13mil and the Consumer
only gets $2mil, What's w rong here?

16:17, Jan 18, John Sunada, CA
This is absolutely absurd. I actually use applications that can't run on just 2GB of memory w ithout dying. The replacement they are suggesting is a joke.

09:01, Jan 18, Name not displayed, TX
This is a JOKE.... the law yers managed to make it through the court process w ithout naming specif ically w hat the replacments w ere to consist of and now  they are
finding literally the cheapest w ay out of this they can.... these replacements flat out DO NOT meet the requirements of the settlement.

08:47, Jan 18, Eric Wold, MI
Was very disappointed to hear of the replacement for my HP TX1000. It's a smaller netbook w ith no dvd drive, no remote, w eaker OS, and lesser performance. How  is
that comparable?

10:55, Jan 17, Vishal Khanapure, FL
I am a softw are engineer and I need to run Visual Studio development environment for programming. I w on't be able to do that w ith the replacement netbook and get
good performance.

09:40, Jan 17, Adam Ward, KY
I purchased the TX-1410us in December of 2007. It has all the listed symptoms and is barely operable. I use this computer for my living as an Electrical Engineer. The
proposed replacement of the Asus netbook w ill not allow  me to perform the tasks I need to, like the HP TX-1410us w as able to do w hen it w as still w orking. This w ould
result in a financial hardship since I w ould have to immediately buy another computer that is able to perform my tasks.

16:30, Jan 16, May Howie, United Kingdom

22:46, Jan 15, Shizuka Snow, CA
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21:28, Jan 15, bobby garcia, AZ
MY HP TX 1000 w as about 1500 and it stopped w orking about tw o years ago. The product w as junk.

20:31, Jan 15, Nicklas Pascetti, NM
replacement computer doesnt come close to w hat i initially payed for

14:25, Jan 15, charles mclachlan, United Kingdom

07:56, Jan 15, Weuton Montemurro, FL
TX1220US purchased in 2007 for $1500. It is a joke that they w ant to replace my computer w ith a machine that has a third of its value and w orse specs, even if  it's
years ahead. "The replacement HP notebook computer w ill be of similar kind and value as their eligible malfunctioning notebook computer."

05:54, Jan 15, Justin Frodge, OK

21:48, Jan 14, Ryan Davis, SC

20:31, Jan 14, Coty Taylor, SC
I spent $2000 on my laptop, the NETBOOK you're trying to replace it w ith is 1/5 of the value. It seems to me that the fairness hearing didn't really do w hat it's name
suggests that it w ould do

19:19, Jan 14, BRAD CRUMP, KS

12:47, Jan 14, John Denbigh, WV
Have a TX1119us w ith remote control, LightScribe optical drive and fingerprint recognition amoung other features. The Replacement computer does not even come
close to equaling my 4 year old computer.

11:19, Jan 14, Wilton Lopez, NM
I am strongly against the decision to replace our TX1000s that cost at least $1000 or more w ith Asus netbooks that don't come close in monetary value or technical
specif ications. I sincerely hope these issues can be resolved.

08:57, Jan 14, Owen McGuire, NY

08:38, Jan 14, martha leahy, MA

06:54, Jan 14, Patricia Geller, NY

06:22, Jan 14, Gerald Straight, OH
I w ill not settle for a CQ50 as a replacement for My DV9420! If  anything, I w ill try to get my laptop f ixed and f ile a claim for reimbursment orf repair charges.

23:17, Jan 13, Pam Boland, GA

20:26, Jan 13, James Vogel, UT
From the settlement FAQ "The replacement HP notebook computer w ill be of similar kind and value as their eligible malfunctioning notebook computer." The ASUS is not
an HP nor is it similar kind or value.

19:57, Jan 13, Name not displayed, MI
I f irst thought this w as a joke..a replacement that isn't anyw here near the product it is supposed to replace?? I bought a tablet pc and you w ant to replace it w ith a
netbook?

19:44, Jan 13, David Mahan, AR
The replacment does not match my needs or equal to the HP TX1000 I purchased
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signatures: 201

signature goal: 100

Target: Class action settlement members affected by the
Nvidia GPU litigation
Sponsored by: Matthew

This petition is for those that have bought a defective
laptop and are included in the recent settlement made by
the Nvidia Corporation. Many of us have spent $1,000 or
more on our laptop computer and, after 2-3 years of
complaints of faulty hardware, a settlement has been
made. However this settlement replaces out laptop with a
mere lesser-powered computer worth less than half of our
original product. 

The settlement states that owners of the defective product
will "...receive a replacement HP notebook computer... of
similar kind and value as their eligible malfunctioning
notebook computer". Now, months after the objections are
able to be submitted, details are released that we will be
receiving a product at much less of a value than our
original defective unit.

This is not a settlement, we are getting a cheaper product
at an inflated cost. Please sign the petition and show your
support that we demand something of at least close to
equal value of our original purchase. 

If this pe... more

Nvidia GPU Litigation Replacement
Petition Prefix (optional)
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Having problems signing this? Let us know.

we signed "Nvidia GPU Litigation Replacement Petition"

19:14, Jan 13, Name not displayed, OH
tx1410us $1262.14

18:30, Jan 13, Name not displayed, Colombia

17:36, Jan 13, Name not displayed, CA

16:44, Jan 13, Sarah Smith, CA

16:42, Jan 13, Carla Compton, CA

15:38, Jan 13, Jeffery Sawn, IA
Somebody have contacted Ted Frank from Center for Class Action Fairness. Today, Ted has email the counsel Jeff Westerman and Robert Varian, asking them to
provide a w ritten explanation by the morning on January 18th 2011 about these replacement computers that w e are being provided in lieu of the defective HP laptops.
Please send Ted an email at tfrank@gmail.com to show  your support and join the initiative to get a fair replacement. Also the follow ing link is a useful link for discussing
the settlement. http://forum.notebookreview .com/hp-pavilion-notebooks/541751-nvidia-class-action-fairness-hearing-tomorrow -almost-time-make-claim-13.html

14:32, Jan 13, Name not displayed, NJ

12:28, Jan 13, David P, IL
I am really mad that the original terms of us all signing on to this settlement w ere that w e w ould recieve a repacement that is similar in value and type...I paid $1600 for
my tx1000 and am supposed to be content w ith a NETBOOK that is valued at only 25% of my purchase price? Please dont replace my "BMW" w ith a "HYUNDAI"

11:55, Jan 13, Name not displayed, Canada
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Like 9 people like this.
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11:53, Jan 13, Name not displayed, South Africa

10:41, Jan 13, Helen Rowan, OH

10:14, Jan 13, Name not displayed, IL

10:01, Jan 13, Tori INACTIVE Wise, WA

09:42, Jan 13, Deanna Zimmerman, GA
Matthew , how  do you f igure that this petition belongs under the umbrella of POLITICS? This is a corporate issue. Why didn't you put it w here it belongs? Maybe you
should consider moving this, if possible. If  you can't move it, then create a petition w here it belongs. You might actually get more signatures if you put it w here it
belongs.

08:22, Jan 13, Denise Hok, VT

06:52, Jan 13, berton coutinho, MI

06:38, Jan 13, Laura Parrondo, NY

05:21, Jan 13, Resurreccion Villaverde, Philippines

04:59, Jan 13, Mary Sanders, AL

03:49, Jan 13, Marvin Grantham, LA

03:30, Jan 13, STEVE KLEIN, VA

03:27, Jan 13, Shawn Campbell, MA
I feel totally deceived and let dow n by this settlement. I invested good money into my HP Tx1000 laptop and the ASUS replacement doesn't even come close to 'similar in
type or value' as stated by the settlement.

03:27, Jan 13, Manuel Davila, Spain

01:50, Jan 13, Carla Antunes, Portugal

01:07, Jan 13, Name not displayed, Australia

00:14, Jan 13, Rolf Karlsson, Sweden

23:23, Jan 12, Name not displayed, India
TX1000 replacement settlement petition

23:06, Jan 12, Nerosh Jaichand, South Africa

22:47, Jan 12, Mary Truelove, IN

21:23, Jan 12, Janice Brooks, PA

21:23, Jan 12, Carol Baldwin, CA

21:17, Jan 12, William Long, MD
The asus net book is not a correct replacement a HP tablet is w hat w e bought. The asus has no optical drive no f ingerprint reader, one half the ram, no remote, and
slow  processor. I paid over $1500.00 for my tx 1000z and w e expect a replacement of the same value.

19:51, Jan 12, Matt Millar, PA

19:40, Jan 12, Tianji Zheng, FL
The attorneys lured us to join the class law suit so that they can succeed.But they need to keep their promise and follow  the court's order. An Asus netbook is barely "a
similar kind or value" to our tx1xxx tablet.

18:36, Jan 12, L C Naderhoff, CA

18:34, Jan 12, Sarah Baker, IL

18:18, Jan 12, David Dunkleberger, PA

17:36, Jan 12, Amanda Benson, IA

17:28, Jan 12, Nicole Palmisano, IL
I am so very disappointed by this settlement. The netbook they are providing is now here near comparable the TX1000.

17:13, Jan 12, Daffy McGee, CA

17:10, Jan 12, JC Lopez, NY
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16:35, Jan 12, Lynn Crandall, AZ

16:20, Jan 12, Eleazar Araujo, Venezuela

16:14, Jan 12, Michael Ising, OK
Dissapointed in my top of the line $1200 laptop being replaced w ith a cheap underpow ered netbook.

16:09, Jan 12, randall furman, OH

15:25, Jan 12, Name not displayed, SC

15:16, Jan 12, Justin Lyons, TX

14:45, Jan 12, emily platt, Mexico

14:45, Jan 12, Paul Leonard, NC

14:40, Jan 12, Sami Signorino, IN
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